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Rival knights championship not working

Beyonce Junior MemberPost 1 Hey, I was wondering if your tournament/championship feature is currently working. I waited for the prizes for a while, but with the remaining time = 0, the only thing that shows the game is Refreshing and/or Failed to retrieve information about the event. Please try again later. My username in the app is Aaron. Remeti Junior MemberPosts 1Location Sydney, Australia
GameLoft is probably currently updating the championship and making sure there are no problems with it, probably because the championship says the timer is 0. Abhimir Junior Article 8 It is good to know that I am not the only one facing the problem. It seems to be a scaling problem for Gameloft Kanne Junior Article 11 It has been 7 hours since the championship ended, but it still does not work... The
same goes for the rankings. Jazz Junior Member Audience 1 Friday 06, 2014 12:07 same here! Ana FromGameloft Community Manager Google Play (Android) Posts 1544 Hi guys,Thanks for reporting on this to us! Our team is currently investigating the source of this problem. In the meantime, please try and completely close the game and restart it after 1 minute. there is little patience, as the rewards will
be received in a few hours. Thanks for stagto me. Lancelin Junior memberPlace 3Places Kansas I tried this and never got anything. I've finished in the top 10 five times in tournaments and I've never received anything. Just ready to uninstall for good. I'm here at level 5 and I still have to compete at level 1 in the social tournaments. RIVAL KNIGHTS is an Android game with a release date of June 4, 2014
from Gameloft. The gaming genre: Action. In the article, we summarize tips for pumping from TOP players, developers answer gamers questions, tutorials for beginners from the official website and our secrets to passing the game. Attention, the article is periodically updated, look at the wise geek site more often. I can't get through the action! What am I supposed to do? You can improve your equipment. If
that's not enough, you need to buy a better one. Reinforcements, which at the beginning of each match can be purchased for diamonds, will be a good help. Sometimes my spear breaks on the enemy's shield or armor. Is that normal? More than that! With a good shot, the spear will almost certainly break. Do not worry, you do not need to buy a copy again. Buying a new copy, you can get endless delivery of
copies of this type. I collected the Perfect Start, High Speed and Perfect Hit bonuses, but at the same time I couldn't win. Why? The outcome of the battle is influenced not only by the knight's skills, but also by the quality of his weapons. To defeat stronger opponents, you need to improve the equipment. Also, to win, you need to win 2 rounds out of 3, it is worth concentrating on winning in 2 rounds in which
you can achieve the greatest advantage over your opponent. Be sure to participate in the league's training campaigns, where you can to purchase new coins. or weapons. My battles with a certain opponent constantly end in a draw. What am I supposed to do? Most likely, you pass the defense test on a level playing field (in this case, most likely, you both won one of the other competitions). A simple
improvement in armor or helmet will allow you to complete this contest, and then the victory will be yours if you successfully complete the competition for strength or speed. Some items are closed for purchase. How can I get into them? Sponsorship promotions allow you to fight in hired armor. After completing the action, you will gain access to one of the elements of hired armor. Fill in all sponsorships (as
well as some of the regulars) to unlock all items. Light is drawn above the image of the item (helmet, armor, horse, or spear). What does he mean? This means that this item is charged (see Improvements tab), i.e. improved to maximum value. This condition is not permanent - one day the object will lose its fee, and the light above its image will disappear. I can't get out of the store because of overload.
What am I supposed to do? You can't take everything. You will have to choose between a fast horse, a sharp spear and a strong armor. It's a good tactic to fight a strong thing in a category that the opponent hasn't worked with. Why can't you use the same weapons in every league? Each order is a separate league with a different approach to armaments. Entering a new league, you'll get access to a new
set of weapons that are almost as powerful as the best things from the previous one. I improved the theme, but it didn't affect my parameters. Why? Improving an item takes time. You can use an upgraded item until the specified time is up, this item will not change for the better. Also, without completing an improvement of the item, you can't improve it again. If you do not want to wait, you can speed up the
improvement for diamonds (in the queue menu). It takes a long time to upgrade a new item! Why is that? You've probably decided to improve a few elements and get them in order. Only two items can be improved at a time, all other selected improvements are placed in the queue, and wait for the first two items to complete. To speed up the process, you can purchase additional improvement cells (to
simultaneously improve more than two items) or pay for speeding up work to instantly improve items. In the improvement menu, the last icon looks different (with a twinkle). What does it mean? Light means that this item is charged after filling the entire range. In general, the fee acts like any other improvement, with the difference that its effect is temporary - after the element loses a fee, and the light above
its image disappears. Then the fee will again need to be acquired in order to use an item with maximum effect. I want to go back to the last card (league). Is that possible? on the flag at the top of the Screen. You'll see a list of all leagues. You can go to any league from previously open. What is a royal seal? Using Royal Seal will allow you to hold a match in one single player campaign. What is the social
press? Using Social Seal allows you to play one match in one of the tournament modes with many players, such as the Victory Tournament or the Friendly. Can I get a seal from allies? You may want to ask the Allies to send you a seal. So you can climb to the top of the leaderboard much faster! Despite winning the championship, I wasn't rewarded. Why? Prizes are not awarded immediately after the
championship. It may take some time to synchronize information from all participants. Please wait 24 hours for rewards before contacting customer support (in the Settings menu). After playing the game in the one-player campaign, I found that my equipment and indicators did not match what was actually worn on my knight. Why? You participated in the action under the auspices of a sponsor who
(temporarily) provided you with his own set of equipment. Most likely, you will forever unlock this equipment at the end of the promotion. When Eponina asked me to introduce myself, I introduced my name, but now asterisks (*) are shown instead. Why? The name or part of it entered contains the terms included in the matte filter and is not omitted. Perhaps the word you typed does not contain dishonest
language in your language, but is a foul in another. In both cases, type a different name or change the spelling. I won (a) in two of the three parameters, but the match ended with my defeat. What do you mean, what do you mean? There are two explanations: First, you may have won in defense and speed, but you did not hit the target, which naturally led to defeat, because the main task is to hit the
opponent with a spear. Secondly, you may have participated in the action of the Parry medals and did not meet your goal (for example, depending on the conditions of the action, an ideal start is needed, but did not achieve it). In a network match, my equipment suddenly changed. Why? In online promotions, you struggle using the equipment of any open league. While in League III, you can compete with
League I, II and III opponents using equipment from the right league. This way you will need a good set of equipment for each league. I won two of the three games in the action (the recesses in the top right corner showed my victories), but after losing the third game, I found (a) that all the recesses were gone and I was counted. What's up? Most likely, you participated in the King of the Hill campaign, which
aims to win three times in a row. Those who lose at least once should start over. What exactly do the stars define in the action description? They show the difficulty of the action relative to your current equipment and the equipment of the adversary. 1 star - easy win, 2 stars - you win, even play badly, 3 stars - odds are equal, 4 stars - you Strain or use the bonus, 5 stars – you earn only using the bonus in
two categories or by getting all three medals (Perfect Start, High Speed and Perfect Punch). Where can I play the new crossbow mode? Crossbow shooting actions take place as you progress through the single-player campaign. They, like other shares, are on the map. How can I play download mode? Racing promotions take place as you progress through the single player campaign. They, like other
shares, are on the map. How can I see maps of other leagues? Each league can be viewed by slipping your finger left or right on the map screen. Why don't my arrows fly to the enemies? To take pictures, hold your finger on the screen. When you drop your finger, you'il shoot. Why doesn't my horse want to jump? To make the jump on the horse, swipe up the moment all three arrows turn green. Why don't
all the guards die from my crossbow shooting? The shot has two energy levels - yellow and green. When the target is marked in yellow, the shot is weaker and its accuracy is lower. In addition, some of the guards will have to spend as many as two arrows as possible. How do we become a master? Your title changes with a set (or loss) of points after each promotion. The more points you get, the higher the
title you will be given. How to mark the points? Play and finish the championship or friendly challenge. How do I know how many rating points I have? After each promotion, you'll see a pop-up that shows how many points you need to increase the rating and how many points you'll lose if you lose. How to find out yours. Position? It appears next to your name in the leaderboard, as well as in the main menu
and the Store menu. What are laurels? Laurels are points earned by you; roughly speaking - points of experience. What are the laurels for? Laurels are needed to open new leagues and bosses. How do you know how many laurels the boss has to fight? Each portrait of the boss on the map shows the number of laurels needed to combat it. How do you know how many laurels you need to move on to the
next league? After beating the last boss of each league, you can go to the next one. Thus, you need just as many laurels as necessary to summon the last boss. I accidentally deleted a saved game, or I want to continue playing on another device. Is it possible to restore the rescue? Yes, if you're connected to Facebook or Game Center (Google+) before you lose the saved game. After installing the game,
simply log in to the same Facebook or Game Center (Google+) and get a request to recover the saved game from the cloud. He can't get into the game. When starting, a message appears: An Internet connection is required for the game. For the game you need a constant connection to Wi-Fi or a 3G network. How to get stamps? By clicking the at the top of the screen, you will be able to purchase diamond
stamps. How How get free diamonds? When you open a in-game store, you'll see an advertising banner offering free diamonds. By clicking on it and watching the video, you will receive at least 5 diamonds. Who are the partners and what is the use of them for me? By choosing a partner, you can quickly gather fanfare. For each partner win you will receive fanfare as a reward. I had to see rivals armed with
items that just weren't in the store. Where did they get such a wonderful weapon? They received it as a reward for winning previous tournaments. You want the same thing? Make your way to the top of the ratings by winning tournaments. How to add allies? You can submit a union request from the leaderboard in tournament mode. Is it possible to fight the Allies? Simply select match the friendly match in
the stock exchange menu in the main menu or on the map. How many friends can I add to the list? You can add as many friends as you want. The number is not limited, but only the first 50 are shown. How to remove allies? The ally in the championship is easy to eliminate. To do this, click on its image (on the championship screen). But then you will have to choose a new ally ... You can't remove them,
just change them. Author of the article: Nadezhda D.
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